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(Music Sales America). A treasury of 169 all-time favorite songs for children and young people!

Nursery rhymes, campfire songs and folk tunes plus traditional game and activity rhymes all

gathered together in one great collection. Songs include: Baa Baa Black Sheep * Dry Bones *

Humpty Dumpty * Jack and Jill * Mary Had a Little Lamb * Pop Goes the Weasel * The Farmer and

the Dell * The Wheels on the Bus * and many more.
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Founded in 1947, Hal Leonard Corporation has become the worlds largest print music publisher,

representing some of the greatest songwriters and artists of all time. We are proud to publish titles

of interest to all musicians as well as music lovers, from songbooks and instructional titles to artist

biographies and instrument price guides to books about the music industry and all the performing

arts.

I like the book very much. It collects the most popular baby and children songs music sheets in easy

arrangements with lyrics printed on a very good paper. Good printing quality and a very comfortable

scale of printing for children and early beginners. It's just a pleasure to hold the book in hands and

to play and sing the songs together with the child.And I ordered it twice one for myself and one as a



present for a teacher and she was very happy.

Since I'm a beginner guitar player, I would have been happier with the book if the chords (finger

positions) were included.

Singing the classics with my granddaughter, .. priceless.

A huge collection of children songs.... for the musically inclined, the chord arrangements are not the

best but the book definitely serves its purpose.

This is a terrific book with all the classic nursery rhymes and songs, with very simple music to follow

along on the piano or just to sing. Most other books I've seen have a much smaller selection of

tunes and the music is more complicated. It makes a great gift as well - I found that a lot of new

parents are looking for something other than 'Twinkle Twinkle' and 'The Wheels on the Bus...' to

sing to and with their children :-)

Only a couple of songs that should've had additional verses: "Hush Little Baby" has a lot of verses

and there was only 1.Otherwise this was exactly what I was looking for since I play the piano and

sing.

Just what I wanted ---

Has all the great standard children's songs and then some more!
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